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Verse 1 (0:27 - 0:52)

Chorus (0:54 - 1:20)

V
Verse 2: (1:21 - 1:46)

Chorus (1:46 -2:13)

Bridge (2:15 - 2:33)

Verse 3 (2:34 -3:00)

Chorus/Outro (3:02 -3:33)

Lizardman by Hoodoo - Lyrics
Never ever give a damn
Living my life like a Lizardman
Going to the top like a ceiling fan
Paid in full, Killa Cam
Never grilling bland
Throwing that chicken all up on the spit
And then spinning that shit to perfection
I never been learning my lesson
Always do question the answer
Defying the master
I’m calling on Dancer and Prancer and Vixen
Lets rip it
Eh yo
Let me stop you right there
Walk in fresh, fly dressed in Nike Airs
Might give a pastor nightmares
Pass the mic here
Can full of gas, I might flare
Dan.d da Beast on the beat
Not the type to fight fair
Four to five plates, no light fare
Baggy jeans I never wear a tight pair
‘Why?’
Balls so big they might tear
Yo
All my true friends still kick it with me
I’m a nuisance out the wicked city
I got 2 cents tryna make it 50
And It’s my birthday so we getting silly
From the true north so we keep it chilly
I feel like fresh prince when we getting jiggy
Now all the true emcee’s know
That we got the illest live show
Killing shit with no casualties
Charged up like a battery
Ice cold with no chattered teeth
Always looking like fashion week
Mixing vodka with Fanta peach
My life is your fantasy
All a sudden you’s a fan of me?
I don’t know if they can handle this
H-Double-O-D-Double O-Ye
Look into my crystal ball, what do you see?
A funky locomotive rolling strait off the track
Every time we throw it down like that
H-Double O-D-O-Widanutha O
Ganna throw 25 ‘bows thru ya stereo, Bose
Can’t stop this
I been a hot topic ever since the dino’s stopped walking
Moshing on the set we wreck arenas like Katrina then leave
Get my influence from Tecca N9nna, Nickatina, Def3
Dynamic with the rhyme tactics
Hoodoo we the whole package
Come equipped with a prime track list
Get the fuck out with the wackiness, yo
Lots of loose leaf, roster too clean
Stocking juicy, posture movie
Hocking loogies, hot Jacuzzi
Squashing routines, Todd Bertuzzi

Killing shit with no casualties
Charged up like a battery
Ice cold with no chattered teeth
Always looking like fashion week
Mixing vodka with Fanta peach
My life is your fantasy
All a sudden you’s a fan of me?
I don’t know if they can handle this
H-Double-O-D-Double O-Ye
Look into my crystal ball, what do you see?
A funky locomotive rolling strait off the track
Every time we throw it down like that
Underestimated
Show the rest I made it
Over medicated
Under educated
Elevated like an elevator or an escalator
I’m the innovator
Better go and grab a pen and paper
Imitators turn to vapour quickly
Never holding back, rap attack over sick beats
After double, hustle like Nipsey
Playing sports and nobody ever want to pick me
Now I be the captain of this team
All we did for years: cheers beers get tipsy
Brain hella foggy, eyes misty
Now I’m finna travel the globe like a gypsy
Taking over territories, risky
I never thought no one would ever miss me
Finna get thrown like a frisbee
And make the whole place jump with me
Let’s get busy
Killing shit with no casualties
Charged up like a battery
Ice cold with no chattered teeth
Always looking like fashion week
Mixing vodka with Fanta peach
My life is your fantasy
All a sudden you’s a fan of me?
I don’t know if they can handle this
H-Double-O-D-Double O-Ye
Look into my crystal ball, what do you see?
A funky locomotive rolling strait off that track
Every time we throw it down like that

